Krembil Discovery Tower
To LEED™ UHN in the Right Direction
LEED = Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design
Gold standard to measure human & environmental health in buildings

Sustainable design
with/for users
Flexibility = fewer
future renovations =

60% less water

25% less energy

Rainwater reused

1 w/Sqft lights, LEDs
Occupancy sensors

Low flow fixtures

Conserve resources

Instant hot water

Low emitting paint,
carpet, flooring =
++Indoor air quality

Reduces heatisland effect

Chiller HCFC-free
Low-mercury lamp

Xeriscape garden
=less thirsty plants
reuse roof rainwater

Heat recovery
system

120 Indoor bike
spots with nearby
showers/lockers
Encourage transit &
carpool over SOV

Recycled 75% of
construction waste
Well planned flow
for recycling &
compost stations

18% recycled &
32% local source
Efficient wall, roof,
glazing (R 30,40,7)
Roof reflects heat,
eases AC burden

A certified LEED™ building ensures that its construction helps improve the landscape, protect resources and
accommodate occupant needs. The new Krembil Discovery Tower (KDT) on the Toronto Western Hospital
campus of University Health Network comes from 6 years of integrated planning and construction. It is a solid
testament to sustainable choices.

Occupants: Medical Researchers, Physiotherapists, Occupational Therapists
Height: 10 floors, 53 meters
Square footage of total building: 325,000 f2
Back-up power from diesel generators: 2500 kWh
Bike parking spaces: 120
Value of the project: $172 million

Integrated Approach to Design
LEED™ buildings require vision and effort throughout the design and construction continuum. Most buildings
are created by designers and builders. We envisioned KDT differently, and brought together building operators
and future occupants to work with designers and builders. By integrating the design process from the start,
we lessen the need for future renovations and remodels, conserving natural resources & reducing future costs.
The most innovative space to come out of the integrated design process is the Sky Lobby. Researchers are
often siloed, but the most amazing discoveries may come from cross-pollinating ideas. The architect designed
a novel way to connect two floors so the space itself will encourage researchers from different teams to
interact informally over lunch or coffee.
Figure 1. Sky Lobby

Protecting Natural Resources
The team rigorously tracked materials from the beginning of demolition through all construction phases. 90%
of construction waste was diverted from landfill. Construction materials coming on site contain around 18%
recycled content and 32% regionally manufactured content.
Following UHN’s decade-long commitment to energy conservation, we used technology to help end bad energy
habits. We included building operators at the design stage for energy and water efficiencies. This protects
natural resources and reduces future utility costs over the building lifespan. KDT has heating, ventilation, air
conditioning, mechanical and electric systems so efficient, they should consume 25% less energy than a
similar non-LEED building. This is key as lab mechanical systems tend to be more energy intensive.

Figure 2. Design elements that make KDT LEED

Water Efficiency & Conservation
Project
1. Storm water and
grey re-use
2. Low flow fixtures

3. Xeriscape garden

Description
An underground cistern collects rain water from KDT’s roof. This prevents
storm sewers from flooding and provides filtered & treated water for nonpotable plumbing purposes & landscape irrigation.
An estimated 60% potable water savings due to high efficiency toilets (4.8
lpf), urinals (1.9 lpf), lavatories (3.8 lpf), showers (5.7 lpm) & sinks (5.7 lpm).
Re-using grey water for building sewage conveyance saves potable water.
Unlike lawn grass which is very water intensive, the garden landscape around
KDT will include drought-tolerate plants, reducing watering needs.

Energy Efficiency & Conservation
Project
1. Heat recovery

Description
Excess heat normally exhausted out of the building will be recovered by a
Glycol system and used elsewhere in the building.

2. Variable speed
drives

Adjusts the speed of motors depending on need instead of traditional constant
speed drives.

3. Office Lighting
4. High efficiency
envelope
5. Occupancy sensors

High efficiency lighting designed to suit purpose with natural lighting, task
lighting & autonomous control. Low mercury lamps and LEDs are also used.
R30 insulation in walls, R40 insulation in the roof and R7 glazing for windows
provides optimal comfort & energy efficiency throughout the building.
Sensors installed in washrooms ensure lights are off when no one is there.

6. Low flow fume
hoods

Often extremely energy intensive, these hoods reduce the amount of air
exchanges to minimize the amount of conditioned air vented out building.

7. Instant hot water

Heating water as needed eliminates the energy requirement of storing hot
water at a constant temperature when not in use.

Indoor & Outdoor Environment
Project
1. Indoor air quality

2. Flexible commuter
options

3. Recycling and
composting
4. Heat Island

Description
Paints, sealants, furniture & carpet have low Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs) to reduce related bad health outcomes. Increased air exchanges &
fresh air boost indoor air quality & reduce “sick building syndrome”.
Located in the downtown core, occupants of KDT will have ample access to
public transportation and 120 secure indoor bike parking spaces. Those who
commute actively have access to locker and shower facilities. Reserved parking
for carpoolers encourages fewer single occupancy vehicles.
All occupants & visitors will have access to recycling & composting facilities
throughout KDT. Clear signage will help users properly sort their waste.
Research shows people in sustainable buildings recycle & compost better.
Reflective surfaces help to keep the building and surroundings cool

KDT proves that LEED™ building principles benefit both occupants & community. The returns
on investment are a lighter footprint on the planet, better health and greater well-being.

